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Alliance of Genome Resources (the Alliance): 
An experiment in “new ways of doing business” for Model Organism Databases 

(MODs) and the Gene Ontology Consortium (GOC)

RGD SGD WormBase MGD

FlyBase GO ZFIN

Founding members of the Alliance



Alliance goals

•Common mechanisms for data access from MODs and GOC
• Enhanced support for comparative genome biology

• Sustainable genome resource development
• Shared modular infrastructure to reduce costs of resource 

development and maintenance



The Alliance is developing a “knowledge commons” approach to promote 
resource sustainability

Alliance Central: Data and infrastructure
Data management
Programmatic and web data access 
Shared user interface development
Platform for tool development

Alliance Knowledge Centers: Knowledgebases 
Data acquisition and expert curation
Nomenclature and knowledge representation standards
Data and concept harmonization
Organism- specific resources and reagents
Organism-specific research community engagement

The Alliance of Genome Resources has two components: Alliance Central and Alliance Knowledge Centers (MODs)



Aims for Alliance Central

• Aim 1. Data In: We will develop a shared platform for ingesting, storing, and 
harmonizing data from model organism databases and knowledgebases.

• Aim 2. Data Out: We will implement common methods for access to model organism 
data and annotations.

• Aim 3. Website and Applications: We will implement a framework to support the 
development and deployment of a multi-faceted web presence comprising software 
applications, workflows, and analysis tools that use model organism data and 
annotations. 

• Aim 4. Outreach and Management: We will provide effective leadership and project 
management for the Alliance and a centralized user support helpdesk for community 
engagement. 

Alliance Central U24HG010859

https://public.era.nih.gov/grantfolder/viewCommonsStatus.era%3FencryptedParam=(v2)ETMsDgAAAW1OTjyWABRBRVMvQ0JDL1BLQ1M1UGFkZGluZwCAABAAEIPeUWHspOWI1jr4b0DU7I8AAAAQQ4JmnKGLn_zHMFukDNZo7wAUtwpjNW8EveE4mpbcEY-BLUJAYDM.


The organization and operations of the Alliance align with principles in 
the NIH Data Science Strategic Plan

• Modernizing the Data Ecosystem
• Separate data-centric and knowledge-centric activities
• Modular infrastructure 

• Efficiency (reduction in duplication of effort)
• Knowledge commons platform
• Cloud based

• Adherence to FAIR principles
• Data standards
• Data integration

• Findable
• Uniquely and persistently identifiable

• Accessible
• Retrievable by machine or human

• Interoperable
• Open, well-defined vocabulary

• Reusable
• Machine process-able

Wilkinson et al. 2016, Sci Data 3:160018. doi: 10.1038/sdata.2016.18.

High quality, “computation-ready” data



Examples of Alliance accomplishments
Governance
• Centralized management/oversight
• Working Groups focused on specific deliverables
• Scientific Advisory Board
User-centered Deliverables
• Search across all model organisms for harmonized data types: Gene, Allele, Function (GO), Disease
• Search and display for common data types with a shared “look and feel” across organisms
• Common ortholog gene set
• Algorithm for generating short gene descriptions 
• Interactive ribbon graphic to summarize annotations for expression and disease
• Common sequence visualization widget with links to common JBrowse instance
• Common molecular interaction data source for all Alliance organisms
• Common APIs for Phenotype, Disease, Orthology, Genes, Alleles, Expression
Operations
• Changed branching model to be more aligned with a Continuous Deployment model (should speed up release cycles)
• Common File Management System 
• Updated front-end in accordance with API refactor changes
• Continual refinement to unified web page layout and navigation
Outreach
• Publications, Platform talks, Posters, Workshops, Booths
• Onboarding protocols for additional organisms in development

Starred items will be highlighted 
in the following slides.



Alliance Management Team
All curators and 
technical staff 
from all projects

Working 
Group

Working 
Group

Working 
Group

Working 
Group

• small, focused groups with specific deliverables
• often transient
• members from curator and technical teams from different MODs

Steering Committee 
includes PIs 
from all the MODS and GO

Alliance Governance



Summary of orthology algorithms

Common ortholog set

Orthologs for human MAPK1



Gene Descriptions

Gene description for bmp4 in zebrafish:

https://www.alliancegenome.org/gene/ZFIN:ZDB-GENE-980528-2059

Automated. Rules-based. Generated from curated, structured annotations provided by Knowledge Centers.



Comparative Gene Expression using Ribbon Annotation Summaries

https://www.alliancegenome.org/gene/MGI:88180

Gene expression for Bmp4 orthologs



Comparative Disease Annotation Using Ribbon Annotation Summaries

https://www.alliancegenome.org/gene/MGI:88180

Disease associations for Bmp4 orthologs







https://www.alliancegenome.org/api/swagger-ui/

Common Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)



Near term focus areas

• Shared User Interfaces
• Comparative ribbon display of harmonized phenotype data
• Display genome variants associated with phenotypic alleles
• Graphical representation of molecular interaction data

• Governance
• Onboarding guidelines for new Alliance members/contributors
• Core Seal Trust application to be certified as a “trustworthy data repository”

• https://www.coretrustseal.org/



Alliance Knowledge Centers (e.g., MODs)



• Organism-centric knowledgebases
• Develop and apply nomenclature and annotation standards
• Expert curation of the scientific literature
• Expert knowledge of the organism and organism-specific reagents and data
• Centers for outreach to organism-specific research communities
• Front lines for FAIR compliance

Alliance Knowledge Centers (MODs) will continue to focus on organism-
centric curation

Expert curation is the core of any knowledgebase

Knowledge Centers share a common mission: facilitate the use of model organisms and 
comparative biology to support investigations into the genetic and genomic basis of human 
health and disease.

NHGRI-funded components of Knowledge Centers focus on data relevant to genomics and 
genome biology: Genes, Variants, Expression, Phenotype, Disease



• Volume of genome data and scientific publications have grown exponentially. 
# of curators has not. Why?
• More papers published does not equate to new knowledge in relevant data types
• Innovations in tools and methods for expert curation have enhanced efficiency
• Skill sets of biocurators evolving (data wranglers, data analysts) as the data landscape 

evolves

Scalable expert curation

“One striking change from the 2009 results is that, as of 
2012, the seven databases that participated in 2012 track 
are using text mining in at least some parts of their 
workflow. This contrasts with the 2009 survey, where less 
than half of the biocurators (46%) reported that they were 
currently using text mining.” 

Lu and Hirschmann. Database, 2012

“I am tempted to conclude that a very large fraction of the 
alleged 35,000 journals now current must be reckoned as 
merely a distant background noise, and as very far from 
central or strategic in any of the knitted strips from which the 
cloth of science is woven”.

D.J. de Solla Price. Science, 1965 

“We show that 90% of the papers in PubMed are out of the 
scope of UniProt, that a maximum of 2–3% of the papers 
indexed in PubMed each year are relevant for UniProt
curation..” 

Poux et al. Bioinformatics, 2017



Literature curation: process overview (simplified)

Find potentially relevant papers

Download and store pdfs of papers

Tag papers by data types 
e.g.,gene, variation, phenotype, disease

Extraction of assertions and evidence



Literature curation: automation

Automated…plus support for community input

Automated when such access is supported

Semi-automated with human review

Custom annotation interfaces for curation 
efficiency

Find potentially relevant papers

Download and store pdfs of papers

Tag papers by data types 
e.g.,gene, variation, phenotype, disease

Extraction of assertions and evidence



Tools to enhance efficiency, automation, and computability

Examples of curation tools developed by Alliance members:



Examples of publications by Alliance members on curation methods/improvements: 



Barriers to automation of literature curation

• Only 1/3 of PubMed Central is open access for automatic download
• Full text of publications are not always available for data mining tools
• Publishers haven’t embraced ‘concept tagging’ of manuscripts prior to 

publication
• Errors, ambiguities, omissions in publications require human intervention
• Text mining for automated extraction of annotations and evidence don’t yet 

achieve levels of accuracy and quality compared to professional biocurators

“…54% of resources are not uniquely identifiable in publications, regardless of domain, 
journal impact factor, or reporting requirements. “ 

Vasilevsky et al. PeerJ, 2013

“…we conclude that the state of the art in automatically mining GO terms from literature has 
improved over the past decade while much progress is still needed for computer-assisted GO 
curation. “ 

Mao et al., Database, 2014



Literature curation: continual process improvements

• Continue to collaborate with AI/ML/NLP communities to improve 
automation at all steps
• Alliance is a source of positive and negative training sets for advancing complex 

concept extraction methods

• Continue to work with publishers to require that authors include official 
nomenclature and annotation standards at time of publication
• Work with tool developers to build software that simplifies this process for authors

• Continue to develop support for post publication community annotation 
and quality assurance
• e.g., Author First pass (WormBase); FlyBase FastTrack Your Paper (FlyBase); Your 

Input Welcome (MGD), etc.

Alliance Central and Alliance Knowledge Centers will….



• Enhances data findability, aggregation, reproducibility, and re-use
• Nomenclature and annotation standards
• Evidence codes
• Permanent and unique identifiers 
• Quality control

• Annotations and data from MODs are integrated into major genomic data 
resources and knowledge aggregators (both public and commercial)
• e.g., NCBI, Ensembl, UCSC Genome Browser, GeneCards, Wiki Gene, Wiki Data, Ingenuity 

Pathway Analysis, UniProt, many others
• Makes data ‘hidden’ in supplemental data findable
• Makes it easy to find the most relevant publications for a specific annotation
• Advances timeframes for developing novel data mining methods
• Reduces time needed for data ‘cleaning’ efforts
• Computable annotations

Impact: curated data saves researchers time



• Gene Ontology is a foundation for genomic data interpretation
• MODs provide training sets for advances underlying innovations in automated 

literature curation processes
• e.g., BioCreative

• MODs (and GOC) provide computation ready data sets and models that drive 
research in semantic reasoning for predictive biology
• e.g., Monarch Initiative, Phenodigm, Exomizer, others

• Annotations and data from MODs essential for resources developed to aid in 
functionalizing human genome variation
• e.g, MARRVEL

Impact: curated data drives innovation in genomics and data science



• Centralization most effective when tight coordination of processes 
improves efficiency and reduces duplication of effort
• Appropriate for infrastructure development goals of Alliance Central 

• Federation most effective when context-specific adaptations and 
expertise are paramount to success and sustainability
• A federated model is better suited for Knowledge Centers Coordination where 

coordination is achieved by cooperative development and deployment of data 
standards

The Alliance is a hybrid of centralized and federated organization



• Effectiveness and efficiency of curation (time and money)
• Tools and approaches for data acquisition and curation can differ among model organisms…even for 

common data types
• e.g., genome feature annotation, phenotype and disease associations

• Quality 
• Assessing quality and accuracy of annotations and reagents in papers requires deep organism-specific 

knowledge and strong community connections
• Responsiveness to user organism-specific communities

• Different model organisms have different experimental strengths and user communities…not “one-size fits 
all”

• Many standards and innovations are developed in close partnership with organism-specific research 
communities

• Effectiveness of process management
• Effectiveness of centralized management drops as “span of control” (i.e., number of different data 

resources) increases because of decision and resource bottlenecks 
• The number of model organisms interested in joining the Alliance is increasing!
• Not all knowledgebases relevant to the Alliance mission will be members of the consortium

• Effective oversight
• Meaningful evaluation of metrics for MODs requires appropriate context 

What would be lost by centralizing Knowledge Centers?



Summary

• The Alliance of Genome Resources is modernizing the data 
ecosystem for model organism data and knowledge
• Alliance Central
• Centralized organization; “develop once, use by all” approach for data types in 

common across model organisms
• Knowledge Centers
• Federated organization; “common mission, different paths” with focus on standards 

to unify data and knowledge

Effective, scalable, adaptable, quality-focused, professional, user centered
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Alliance of Genome Resources All Hands meeting (Stanford University December 2018)
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